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Abstract

Image contrast enhancement is used to increase the detailed visibility of an image by performing some transformation on input image. Global contrast enhancement and local contrast enhancement both are the very popular method for contrast enhancement. But these two methods are also not sufficient in order to enhance an image when image has some constant area and it is not possible to perform any kind of transformation to neighbor hooding pixels of the central pixel. Due to that some information may be lost. This paper proposed a method to remove the divided by zero condition, arises due to the local standard deviation of that constant area in order to enhance an image. This method enhances an image without any loss in detailed visibility of an image.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The first task of digital image processing is image contrast enhancement. It is done by applying some transformation function for the removal of noise and amplification of the detail that is present in image. Producing image with good contrast and quality is well suitable for biomedical image analysis, fault detection, robotics etc. Contrast enhancement taught to eliminate the problem like unnatural contrast present in the image or image may not reveal all the information present in the captured image. Different methods have already been developed for contrast enhancement [5-6].

Linear stretching and histogram equalization are two widely used methods for global contrast enhancement [12]. These methods are based on the global information of the image. Linear stretching is done by stretching the gray values of input image linearly as shown in fig.1. The formal linear stretching adjusts an image’s dynamic range and the latter uses the input mapping relation obtained from the integral of the image histogram [3].

Histogram equalization is one of the most promising techniques for image contrast enhancement. It redistributes the gray level of the image according to the probability distribution of the input gray level [4] as shown in fig.2 and fig.3. This method works well with smaller images or images having different intensity levels. Global histogram equalization and local histogram equalization both comes under the categories of histogram equalization.

Global Histogram Equalization [GHE] is another method for global enhancement. It is very effective and appropriate enhancement method for some images [13].

Fig. 1 Linear Transformation

Fig. 2 Histogram Equalization before enhancement
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This method has the undesired effect of over emphasizing noise as the gray levels with high frequency rules over the gray levels with low frequency. This method works with the image globally and do not take local details into account. It uses its transformation function to enhance an image based on the histogram input of entire image.

Local histogram equalization is the extension of global histogram equalization [1]. This method is based on block processing. A small sized window is selected from the image for enhancement. This window slides through every pixel of the image in order to enhance that image as shown in fig.4. Only those pixels are considered that fall in this window and enhancement is performed only for the center pixel of that window. Unlike global contrast enhancement this method includes local information of the image.

2. REVIEW ON LSD BASED METHOD

Contrast of an image depends upon the local standard deviation [LSD] of the luminance present at the local image area.

Kotkar-Gharde [7] proposed two methods global and local enhancement using Local Feature Enhancement [LFE] and Bidirectional Smooth Histogram Stretching [BSHS] to enhance an input image. LFE is used to search local features of image and BSHS is used to get bidirectional smooth histogram stretching. Then result is combined to get weighted of local and bidirectional smooth histogram stretching and local enhancement on input image.

Marco et. al. [2] introduced an algorithm based on local contrast enhancement. This algorithm focuses on locally enhancing contrast in under exposed image regions using a background-based approach.

Mukhopadhyay and Chandra [8] proposed a method that was based on multiscale morphology for local enhancement of gray level of input image. This method emphasizes nonlinear enhancement of region that comes into account, extracted from the image based on its shape, size, scale, etc.

Zhen and Wang [14] introduced a piecewise linear function model for emphasizing the luminance contrast at every local area using its LSD. Adaptive contrast enhancement [ACE] is another method for contrast enhancement based on local standard deviation. ACE is the well known technique in medical image processing based on the contrast gain to adjust the high frequency component of images.

Narendra and Fitch [9] introduced a method in that the contrast gain is inversely proportional to the local standard deviation. In this method the transformation function is based on the local gray level information of the input image.

\[ f(i,j) = m_x(i,j) + \frac{D}{\sigma_x(i,j)} \left[ x(i,j) - m_x(i,j) \right] \] (1)

Dah-Chung[3] adapted a new method for ACE in which contrast gain is non linear function of local standard deviation. If enhancement is done with constant gain or inversely proportional to LSD may produced either ringing artifacts or noise over enhancement due to the use of too large contrast gain in areas with high and low activities.

\[ f(i,j) = m_x(i,j) + k(i,j) \left[ \frac{x(i,j) - m_x(i,j)}{\sigma_x(i,j)} \right] \] (2)

Schutte [11] adopted a method that was based on the local and global information of the input image to enhance an image.

\[ O = i + \sum_{j=1}^{k} M \left[ \frac{c_j}{\text{LSD}} \right] (i - m_j) \] (3)

3. REMOVAL OF DIVIDED BY ZERO CONDITION OF LSD

Global contrast enhancement and local contrast enhancement both methods are individually not good for the images having poor local and global contrast. These types of images require such type of transformation function that considers the local and global information of those images. In our previous work [10] we proposed a method that was based on the combination of global and local enhancement. This method requires local as well as global information of an image to perform enhancement for those information that exists in less dynamic range of the image.
\[ O = I + \frac{M+C}{\sigma_i}[m_i - m_{i+1}] \]  \hspace{1cm} (4)

This method is not suitable for the enhancement of that area which is constant within the image. Local standard deviation of any constant area is always equal to zero. In the above equation 4, LSD is directly proportional to the contrast gain \( M \) and local contrast control \( C_i \). If LSD of any constant area is equal to 0 then it is not possible to apply any transformation function on neighborhood pixel of that central pixel. This LSD can be modified by adding very small value ‘s’ where \( s > 0 \) and negligible value too.

\[ O = I + \frac{M+C_i}{\sigma_i+s}[m_i - m_{i+1}] \]  \hspace{1cm} (5)

Here \( O \) is the pixel’s gray level value of enhanced image corresponding to \( I \) pixel’s gray value of original image. \( C_i \) is the local contrast control with the range of \([0,1]\). \( M \) is the global contrast gain control with the range of \([0, 1.5]\). \( \sigma_i \) is the local standard deviation of the window. \( m_i \) is the pixel’s gray scale value present in the original image and \( m_{i+1} \) is the subsequent pixel’s gray scale value of the original image. This method slides pixel by pixel into the entire image.

### 4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section demonstrates the performance of the proposed method. This proposed methods is tested on four gray scale images- Cameraman, Eight, Pout and Tire. Results of the proposed method are compared with the original image and existing method. The validity of the proposed method is also confirmed perceptually. For the quantitative measurement of the contrast enhancement metric Peak Signal to Noise Ratio (PSNR) is used. Table I shows the PSNR values for different images

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Image</th>
<th>Original</th>
<th>Existing work</th>
<th>Proposed work</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>a) cameraman</td>
<td>21.4807</td>
<td>21.7654</td>
<td>22.1569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>b) eight</td>
<td>18.0114</td>
<td>19.0602</td>
<td>19.2854</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>c) tire</td>
<td>12.1275</td>
<td>12.9249</td>
<td>13.2014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>d) pout</td>
<td>16.0029</td>
<td>17.9826</td>
<td>17.9493</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From the table and images it has been observed that the proposed method gives better contrast enhancement than the existing work.
5. CONCLUSIONS

The basic idea behind this proposed work is to enhance an image using global and local contrast enhancement. This method is based on the local standard deviation. We have removed the divided by zero condition in order to enhance an image. The validity of the contrast of images enhanced by proposed work is confirmed both perceptually and in comparison with other images.
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